REALIZE EFFICIENT NETWORK CONTROL

Your network has grown, and you have decided to make the move from your current RUCKUS network controller platform/environment to a new or different RUCKUS controller environment. Back up that important decision with RUCKUS Professional Services' unparalleled migration capabilities.

RUCKUS Professional Services has the expertise to help organizations build a more scalable and efficient infrastructure. Efficient migration from an older environment to SmartZone or RUCKUS Cloud requires effective planning, configuration, and migration experience only found within RUCKUS.

PROVEN METHODOLOGY

If you require migrations from older code versions and end-of-life products to one of the newer controller environments those tasks are a specialty for RUCKUS Professional Services. The proven processes developed and implemented by the Pro Services team takes the worry away and gives you your time back as experts prepare for, deploy, and migrate to the newer controller environment.

RUCKUS experts will provide:

• Data collection and review of the current network design
  – Document current SmartCell® Gateway, ZoneDirector or SmartZone configuration and cluster details
  – Document addressing, VLAN design, SSID use, AP Zoning, reporting, security, etc.
• Create detailed migration methods of procedure
• Using our migration tools, replicate the current working environment into the destination controller(s)
• Migration Assistance as APs are moved to the new production controller environment
• Validation of functionality from controller and AP perspectives
• Creation of As-built document
• Knowledge Transfer session

BENEFITS

• Leverages RUCKUS’ in-depth networking expertise to help organizations migrate from one controller platform to another
• Provides subject matter experts to ensure all prerequisites are met, the migration follows proven methodologies, and the final solution is validated and fully documented.
• Consistent and verified Service delivery model
• Enables on-time delivery of fully-managed projects, utilizing RUCKUS experts with the right skills and experience to deliver properly commissioned solutions.
• Enables the transformation to a dynamic, next-generation network infrastructure to meet current and future business requirements
• Accelerates deployment of network-based applications and technologies to increase productivity.
• RUCKUS has developed best-practice methods for activities that have inherent risk, reducing that risk to a point where it should no longer hinder movement forward on projects

FIND OUT MORE

Each controller migration is a unique experience and we will develop custom pricing based on your scope of work. To inquire and discuss the possibilities please contact your RUCKUS Account Manager or Sales System Engineer, or contact us through our Pro Services Portal at https://partners.ruckuswireless.com/professional-services
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